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ABSTRACT 
 

PCA-SVM 분류기에 의한 GMAW 용접시 결함 특성화를 

위한 모니터링 시스템에 관한 연구 
 

Use of monitoring system for Weld defect characterization in 
GMAW by PCA-SVM Classifiers 

 
아스윈 크리슈나스와미  Aswin Krishnaswamy 

지도교수: 주성민  
조선대학교 선박해양공학과 

 
주요한 소재이용기술로서의 용접공정은 지난 수십 년간 다양한 산업 

군에서 적용되어 왔다. 본 논문에서는 조선, 플랜트, 보일러 및 자동차 산업과 

같은 제조업 분야에서 완성도 높은 핵심 생산 공정으로 자리잡은 용접기술에 

최근 폭발적 잠재력을 보여주고 있는 기계학습 기법을 적용하여 용접결함의 

검출기법을 고도화 하고자 하였다. 최근 기계학습 기법을 포함한 인공지능 

분야의 각 산업계로의 확산적 전파가 가속화 되고 있는 상황이며, 과학 

기술분야뿐 아니라 생체 의학, 기후, 문화, 사회의 전반에 큰 변혁을 이끌고 

있다. 본 연구에서는 GMAW 용접 시에 발생하는 용접결함을 실시간 

모니터링 하여 결함의 존재유무와 종류를 선별해 낼 수 있는 혁신적 

방법론을 제시하고자 하였다. 이를 위해서 본 연구에서는 용접 시 발생되는 

전류와 전압파형을 모니터링 하여 획득한 파형신호를 인식하여 결함의 

유무와 종별을 진단하도록 SVM 알고리듬을 작성하여 기계학습을 

진행하였다. 기계학습을 위한 SVM 알고리듬은 이진 분류와 다중분류 

기법을 적용하였으며 학습데이터에 따른 용접 결함의 인식 및 분류 성공률을 

검토하였다. 본 연구에서 개발된 모델을 활용함으로써 GMAW 외의 다른 

용접 프로세스에도 충분히 적용이 가능하며 자동화 등 용접분야에서의 

다양한 시스템적 응용방식으로 활용이 가능한 접근방식을 제안하고 있다.  
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1. Theory and background 

1.1 Overview  

Welding is one of the key technologies which serves an important role of 

joining process in manufacturing industries such as ship building, automobile 

and aircraft industry [1]. Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) being one of the 

most popular welding techniques all around the world. The complex nature of 

welding makes it challenging to correlate the process variables and parameters 

in developing a mathematical model. GMAW is an arc welding process which 

joins the metal by the arc created by the welding transformer with varying 

voltage and current. The feeding wire which serves as the medium of filler, 

melts into molten pool by the arc generated in the process resulting in a joint. 

However, defects tends to form in the welds and makes the joints vulnerable 

to failure. It is imperative to study the main cause of weld defects by 

approaching the welding parameters such as voltage, current, welding speed, 

Contact Tip Work Distance (CTWD), current-voltage arc characteristics etc 

[2]. Moreover, it is essential to monitor the geometrical parameters 

simultaneously reason being effecting the weld quality [3].  

In recent years there are many research studies on welding with regard to 

machine learning [4]. Visual inspection of weld defects being the most 

commonly used technique for detecting the flaw. The use of Non-destructive 

alternatives for defect recognition have several limitations for the setup in 

large scale industrial production due to the complexity of the device setup. 

According to Sergey et al there are not many reliable techniques in real-time 

defect recognition and the quality control is performed post process and the 

weld defects such as porosity, undercut, spatter and undercut is not possible to 
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recognize in real-time [5]. The use of X-ray for defect recognition is highly 

limited in large scale production due to high coat and risk for humans due to 

the radiation [6-8]. However, there are disadvantages in the visual inspection 

since imperfection inside the weld cannot be detected with naked eye and there 

is an elevated risk for human error. 

In this study voltage-current monitoring system is tremendously applicable 

for flaw detection seeing advantage for less human exposure to harmful 

radiation from X-ray and moderate cost and easy setup of the above system 

[9]. Several researchers have made attempts in this field of voltage monitoring, 

Wu et al found that seven statistical parameters involved in monitoring of the 

wave shows the variations in step disturbance and it is also found that after 

statistical process control based identifying system, rate for identification of 

normal and abnormal welding condition was significantly higher [10]. The 

integration of data-driven monitoring system with machine learning methods 

has been widely applied manufacturing industries, and most effective being 

support vector machine (SVM) [11-14]. 
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1.1.1 Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) 

Gas Metal Arc Welding is a welding process in which an electric arc forms 

between a consumable wire electrode and the workpiece, which melts the wire 

to melt and join. With the wire electrode, a shielding gas is fed through the 

welding gun to shield the welding process from external conditions. GMAW 

can be of automatic and semi-automatic. A welding transformer is used to 

supply constant voltage and direct current power to the welding electrode. 

There are four different types of metal transfer namely short-circuiting, spray, 

globular and pulsed-spray. However, in this study short-circuiting type was 

used. In the case of wire used, there are mainly two type’s solid wire and flux-

cored wire and solid wire was used in all experiments. The welding gun can 

be of manual and automatic and due to the process done is automated the 

automatic welding gun was attached to the automated weld rail system to 

initiate and end the power supply for the welding process [15, 16]. Schematic 

representation of proposed model is shown in Figure 1.        

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of proposed model. 
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1.1.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

Support Vector Machine is a supervised machine learning algorithm which 

helps in sorting the data into suitable categories. The algorithm is trained to 

categorize the datasets SVM is a useful technique for data classification. The 

main objective of the SVM is to compute and find a high-dimensional plane 

also called as hyperplane in N-dimensional space (where N is the number of 

features) and to classify data points distinctively. There are many possible 

ways to separate the data points in the hyperplane. However, hyperplane with 

maximum margin between the data points in both classes is selected, increase 

in margin distance reinforces for the future data points for classification as 

claimed by Tasadduq et al [17, 18] is shown in Figure 2. The selection of the 

hyperplane depends on the number of input features, for two input features 

only one hyperplane is needed if the input parameter is more than two the 

number of hyperplanes needed is more than one and hence complexity 

increases. This algorithm can be used for both classification and regression 

tasks.  

  

Figure 2. Representation of margin distance in classification. 
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Even though it’s considered that Neural Networks are easier to use than this, 

however, sometimes unsatisfactory results are obtained. A classification task 

usually involves with training and testing data which consist of some data 

instances. Each instance in the training set contains one target values and 

several attributes. The goal of SVM is to produce a model which predicts target 

value of data instances in the testing set which are given only the attributes. 

Classification in SVM is an example of supervised Learning. Known labels 

help indicate whether the system is performing in a right way or not. This 

information points to a desired response, validating the accuracy of the system, 

or be used to help the system learn to act correctly. A step in SVM 

classification involves identification as which are intimately connected to the 

known classes. This is called feature selection or feature extraction. Feature 

selection and SVM classification together have a use even when prediction of 

unknown samples is not necessary. They can be used to identify key sets which 

are involved in whatever processes distinguish the classes [12, 18-20].  

 

1.1.2.1 Two class classifier  

Classification is the important process in support vector machine, it is a 

process of differentiating the outcome by classes and in two classifier, 

classification has been done with two outcomes, which is good weld and weld 

with defects. This SVM model needs labelled data for the training process. 

Training process consists of algorithm to analyze the input data and identifies 

a pattern in multi-dimensional feature. This multi-dimensional is also called as 

hyperplane.  
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Figure 3. Representation of Two class classifier model. 

 
All the datasets are represented in this plane, the datasets are grouped in 

certain categories in a way that there is wide margin from the X- hyperplane 

shown in Figure 2. Yi et al explored in the case of binary classification but had 

to conclude that the use multiple parameters in this classification doesn’t have 

desired results [20]. The use of PCA in two class classification is effective 

since the position of the datasets are linear [18].   In this research primarily the 

model was created to make sure binary classification of weld defect will be 

recognized with the dataset which was obtained from the experiments. Figure 

3 represents the two way classification of the weld data in graphical way for 

defining the dataset. 
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1.1.2.2 Multi class classifier  

In this type of classifier, more defined weld flaws were classified into burn 

through, lack of fusion and good welds. The classification were done with the 

voltage factor which is used for classifying the dataset in this research. The 

need to use for multiple parameters arises at most cases in classification 

problem. Initially SVM problems were introduced to solve two-class 

classification problem. However, SVM only works when datasets in 

hyperplane is linear, this is when kernel function is used. The important task 

is section of the suitable kernel for arranging the datasets and computation of 

separation of the hyperplane in [18, 21]. 

 

Figure 4. Representation of Multi class classifier model. 
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The separation of the hyperplane in three classes in this research is depicted 

in Figure 4. The datasets are in different hyperplane it makes the datasets 

spread across the high-dimensional space which is converted simple linear 

form for the algorithm to understand easily. In the case of welding there are 

multiple weld defects which occur, this multi-class classification is ideal for 

real world classification problems. Figure 4 shows how the dataset are 

classified into three types as represented in the graph [22]. 
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1.2 Objectives  

Automated welding is the future of welding technology, and data-driven 

monitoring system controlled by machine learning helps in predicting the 

defect and fault diagnosis. With all the aspects taken into account from above 

section, the goals and ideas for this research are set and are as follows: 

• To develop a real-time weld defect monitoring system for weld 

defect recognition.  

• To establish an Automated GMAW setup for welding of the work 

pieces and to acquire the weld results with abnormal or normal welds.  

• To determine the relationship between voltage-current changes and 

weld quality through weld monitoring system.  

• To investigate the number of the feature parameters used for cross 

validation.  

• To develop an algorithm with PCA-SVM in two class and multi-

class classifiers for defect recognition through feature selection. 

• To achieve a successful weld defect recognition model through SVM 

classifiers in real-time process. 
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1.3 Thesis layout 

The thesis has been organized in following steps, Chapter 2 briefly explains 

about the working of Gas Metal Arc Welding, parameters which has to be 

considered while performing joining operation, type of materials used for the 

experiments and dimensions of the base metals. This chapter also explains the 

weld defects which are burn through and lack of fusion and reason for selecting 

these weld defects. Furthermore this chapter describe the concept of Support 

vector machine (SVM) and the mathematical formula description which aid to 

understand the logical working of supervised machine learning model. In 

Chapter 3, the results of welding experiments have been analyzed and the data 

from the voltage-current monitor were collected. Moreover, an algorithm was 

designed under SVM and the data collected were used to develop the learning 

algorithm for weld defect prediction. Finally a new set of welding experiments 

were performed to test the algorithm. Eventually Chapter 4 concludes the 

thesis and extends some conclusions from the study.  

This study is primarily focused on establishing a real-time weld defect 

recognition system with the help of voltage-current weld monitoring system 

and supervised machine learning for immediate defect recognition for 

industrial applications. Even though weld defects such as porosity, undercut 

and internal crack cannot be visually recognized, visually recognizable defects 

were used as the parameters in the study. Voltage and current while welding 

were used as the data for the algorithms.     
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Figure 5. Flow chart of thesis layout 
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2. Experimental details 

2.1 Materials and welding setup  

2.1.1 Materials used 

Low carbon SS400 steel has been selected for the welding experiment, three 

types steel plates of dimension were used for the welding experiments. The 

welding groove were machined to 0°, 30º and 35°, such that the voltage- 

current weld characteristics of the welds can be determined with the difference 

in the flow of the consumable welding wire in the welding groove.  The length 

and width of the steel plates are of 500mm x 95 mm and with thickness of 6 

mm and 9 mm. The chemical composition of the SS400 steel plates are listed 

on Table 1.    

Table 1. Chemical composition of low carbon SS400 steel plate (%). 
C Si Mn P S 

0.12-0.20 0.30 0.30-0.70 0.045 0.045 

  

The schematic representation of the metal plates is shown in Figure 5, the 

length of the plate is selected to 500 mm to have a reasonable weld time for 

data extraction.  
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of SS400 steel plate dimensions. 

   

(a)                                                       (d) 

 

  

(b)                                                    (e) 
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(c)                                                    (f) 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of SS400 plates, a, b and c represents the metal 
plates with 6 mm thickness and d, e and f represents with 9 mm thickness. 

 
 

The machined welding grooves in the respected groove angle and the thickness 

of the metal plates is schematically represented in Figure 6.  
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2.1.2 Welding setup 

The welding transformer is from Longrun inverter Model. No: 500L-C3 

shown in Fig 4.a, the wire feeder is from the Longrun, Fig 4.b shows the 

carriage setup from Hiweld weld speed controller. The welding jig is made 

from aluminum block machined to fit a copper backing along the weld line 

shown in Figure 5. The voltage-current monitoring system is Hiweld weld 

monitoring system, this system is connected to the welding transformer and 

the wire feeder to monitor the current, voltage and wire feeding rate. The 

parameters are monitoring in screen with voltage, current and weeding rate 

graphs as shown in Fig 6.    

                
(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 8. Welding setup a) is the welding transformer and b) is the wire feeder 
(Longrun Model No. : 500L-C3) 
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Figure 9. Welding speed controller Hiweld set on gear driven rail mechanism 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Hiweld weld monitoring system for Voltage-current monitoring. 
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Figure 11. Weld specimen setup in Aluminum block jig with copper strip backing. 

 
Figure 12. SS400 metal plates used for the welding experiments. 
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The welding specimens are set on aluminum jig with copper backing and the 

welding specimen are fixed with strong magnets at all sides to reduce 

distortion while welding process is on progress. The jig setup is shown in 

Figure 11. In Figure 12 the SS400 metal plates used for the welding are shown 

in the picture. 
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2.1.3 Welding parameters 

The welding parameters for the weld were selected through hit and trial 

experiments. Experiments were carried by regulating voltage, current, wire 

feed rate and weld speed. The parameters are recorded in the Table 2. 

Table 2. Welding parameters for GMAW (Plate thickness 6 mm and 9 mm) 
Welding Parameters Values 

Position 1G 

Voltage (V) 23-26 

Current (A) 150-200 

Shielding gas (l /min) 15-20 

Torch angle (deg) 90 

No. of welds 1 

Welding speed (cm/min) 45-50 

Root thickness (mm) 2 

Gap size (mm) 1.0-1.5 

Groove angle (deg) 0, 30, 35 

CTWD (mm) 15-20 

Backing material Copper 

 

The experiments where conducted in 1G position with a uniform welding 

speed of 40 cm/min and constant wire feed rate of 350 cm/min. The fused weld 

were successfully achieved with weld with good welds, burn through and Lack 

of fusion. All the data were carefully recorded and used for analysis    
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Table 3. Parameters for welding wire and shielding gas (All cases) 

Case Wire Shielding gas (l /min) 

1G 1.2 Ø metal wire 15-20 

 

The technical specification of wire is AWS A5.18/ ASME SFA-5.18 and the 

thickness of wire and shielding gas rate is recorded on Table 3. 
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2.1.4 Experimental Flow  

The detailed process of the whole has been simplified into a flow diagram, 

for easy study in Figure 13. The first stage of the experiment starts with the 

GMA Welding process, the input parameters current, voltage and weld travel 

speed are regulated through adjusting former parameters for welding. The 

results of the welding named as good weld, burn through and lack of fusion, 

the voltage-current characteristics of the welding is collected from the weld 

monitor system.  

The raw data from monitoring system is recorded and saved in excel file. The 

results of the welding are labelled to the respective datasets. The second stage 

of the process involves voltage wave analysis through classification models. 

However, there are two different classification models used in this research, 

the same method of data extraction and labeling is used before running the data 

into respective classification model. 

The final stage of this research involves the use of feature extraction where 

the datasets in higher dimensionality reduced to lower dimension for the 

computer to easily understand and execute in the algorithm. The final result of 

the respective model in weld defect recognition is executed at the last.       
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Figure 13. Flow diagram of the process. 
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2.2 Weld feature extraction  

2.2.1 Feature selection by PCA 

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is basically a tool for feature 

selection and to select and rearrange the features according to the magnitude 

i.e., from the highest value to the lowest value. The PCA seeks to replace N 

variable by K < N in uncorrelated linear projections of the original values. 

Linear combinations are particularly attractive because they are simpler to 

compute and analytically traceable [23, 24]. 

Given, x ϵ RN find an N x K matrix U such that: 

y = UTx ϵ RK where K<N 
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The above matrix represents the projection from the Nth dimensional space 

to the Kth dimensional space. In mathematical point of view, finding an 

optimum mapping y=𝑓𝑓(x) is equivalent to optimize an objective function. The 

data points are randomly spread around the higher dimensional plane, since 

the feature parameters is more than two the selection of optimum hyperplane 

is difficult. The use of kernel parameter helps in selecting a hyper plane as 

shown in Figure 14. When the kernel value is k=1 the hyperplane created by 
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the algorithm is a straight line in linear classification this is not a problem. 

While k value is increased (k>1) the hyperplane optimizes the feature in a 

hyperbolic function. When the datasets are non-linear the kernel classification 

fails. However Radial Basis Kernel (RBF) is effective in this study since RBF 

only requires two parameters this was achieved by You et al [25].    

 

Figure 14. Representation of kernel function 

The k principal component are selected by the importance of their 

explained variances, and each values attributes with the varying degree of 

every single components. The feature extraction is based on largest variance 

criteria, where principal component will be used as a new feature instead of 

the original ones.     

The most commonly appeared problem with using PCA is that 

measurements from all of the original variables are projected in lower 

dimensional space such that only linear relationships are considered in feature 

selection based on PCA- based methods [26]. 
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2.2.2 Weld defect definition 

The weld defects are defined according to the international standard EN 

ISO 13919-1 [27]. The flaws were chosen to classify the defects happens in 

welds. The defects were classified in three type’s good weld, burn through 

and lack of fusion.  Even though there are defects such as porosity, undercut 

and cracks these defects cannot be visually inspected. All those defects 

which cannot be recognized through visual inspection need more 

complicated techniques such as X-ray tomography, ultrasonic detector and 

spectrometer, these setups are expensive and it cannot be used in large scale 

industries.  However, in this study the defect were Figure 15 shows the three 

class of weld defects happened in the back bead.  
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2.2.2.1 Good weld 

Good weld can be defined as weld with uniform width, which shows no 

burn marks caused by overheating. The weld should have a good penetration 

such that back bead is clearly visible and lacks porosity or inclusions. The 

good weld achieved in this research is shown in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15. Good weld achieved from the experiments a) being the welded sample and 

b) is the closer view. 

2.2.2.2 Burn Through 

Burn through can be defined as collapse of the molten pool due to loss of 

control or excessive penetration which results in cavity in the root of the weld. 
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This defect is also caused by excessive amperage during welding which cause 

a cavity to appear. The burn through sample is shown in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16. Burn through specimen resulted after the experiment a) being the welding 

sample and b) is closer view of the weld back bead. 

 

2.2.2.3 Lack of fusion 

Lack of fusion or incomplete penetration can be defined as there is poor 

adhesion in the root of the base metal, the molten pool will not flow till the 

root of the bead resulting no fusion in the weld root. This is mainly happens 
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when there is less gap clearance between the weld specimens, arc length, 

current and the angle of the electrode. Figure 17 shows the lack of fusion 

weld sample. 

 

Figure 17. Lack of fusion and incomplete penetration sample obtained a) is the 
welding sample and b) being the closer view of the back bead . 
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2.2.3 Flaw diagnosis and detection by SVM 

The Support Vector Machine is one of the commonly used for machine 

learning method for classification, regression and other machine learning 

techniques. However, in this research use of support vector machine is based 

on the classification problem [28].    

𝒻𝒻(s) = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ��𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡)𝜅𝜅(𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)𝑆𝑆) + 𝑏𝑏�
𝐷𝐷

𝑡𝑡=1

� 

Where, 𝒻𝒻(s) is the training sample function, 𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡) is a class label of the 𝑡𝑡th 

training sample  𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) , D is the number of the training samples, 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)  is a 

Lagrangian multiplier, and 𝑏𝑏� is a bias. The Kernel function 𝜅𝜅 used in this paper 

is a radial basis function (RBF) Kernel [25, 29, 30]. 

κ(𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)𝑆𝑆) = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−𝛾𝛾‖𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑆𝑆‖2) 

Where, 𝛾𝛾 is a kernel parameter. The RBF Kernel nonlinearly maps samples 

into higher dimensional space, thus the linear classification can be performed 

in this space. Gaussian RBF (Radial Basis Kernel) is used in high-dimensional 

matrix and it is popularly used in SVM due to effectiveness while dealing with 

large number of features. This Kernel function value depends on distance from 

the data points to the origin. In this Kernel support vectors has less effect in 

the hyperplane while in linear Kernel it is exactly the opposite. 

However, when the regularization parameter values increase the model get 

and overfits and if regularization parameter decrease it underfits. As well in 

kernel when the value increases the model will get overfit and vice versa when 

value is decreased. 
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Figure 18. Graphical representation of RBF Kernel categorizing the data points in 2D 

and 3D space. 

 After solving by dual optimization problem, the decision function was 

obtained.   

max
𝜆𝜆

��𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡) −
1
2

𝐷𝐷

𝑡𝑡=1

� 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)𝜆𝜆(𝑙𝑙)𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

𝐷𝐷

𝑡𝑡,𝑙𝑙=1

(𝑡𝑡)𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(𝑙𝑙)𝐾𝐾(𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡), 𝑆𝑆)� 

Subject to ∑ 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡) = 0,𝐷𝐷
𝑡𝑡=1                        0 ≤ 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝐶𝐶 

Where 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)is the support vector corresponding to non-zero 𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)  and 𝐶𝐶 is the 

regularization constant, these parameters can be obtained by a grid search, 

because only two parameters, namely, the Kernel parameter 𝛾𝛾  and the 

regularization parameter 𝐶𝐶, have to be optimized. 
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2.2.4 Algorithm development 

The data from the weld monitoring system is converted machine readable 

format for data input. The data’s were arranged in excel format which is shown 

in Figure 19.  
 

 
Figure 19.  Raw data representation and labelling in Excel. 

 

The algorithm were developed using Python, the coding were done with 

the help of pandas as module. The classifier were selected as linear kernel 

classifier for the two class classifier model and RBF for the multi-class 

classifier model. Principal component analysis were performed in the 

algorithm for the datasets in both models. 

The development of k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) is on the process, since 

the model was successful with two-class and multi-class classifier, the 

predicting accuracy is believed to be higher and the prediction time can also 

be reduced. 
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3. Results and Discussion. 

3.1 Results of GMAW welding and Data extraction. 

A series of weld experiments was carried out with different parameters to 

demonstrate the ability of this thesis, the weld flaws were identified through 

weld monitoring system. The physical identification of the flaw was done 

through visual inspection. A total of 100 sampling data were obtained for 

this case. 80% of the sample were used for learning and rest 20% were used 

for testing the developed algorithm. The welded samples is shown in Figure 

20. The data’s collected were labelled according to the classes.  

 
Figure 20. Welded samples used for data mining. 
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The welding line were perfectly calibrated and weld line were kept inline 

through all experiments. The results of the welding were categorized in 

good weld, burn through and lack of fusion. All welded specimens were 

tediously inspected in back bead and front bead through visual inspection. 

Figure 21 (a) shows the closer view of the front bead, the weld line is 

straight and the molten wire is uniformly spread in the weld groove, Figure 

21 (b) represents the uniform back bead achieved. The voltage and current 

graph in Figure 21 (c) & (d) respectively, the current-voltage relation in 

good weld is that current were higher than 500 A at the start and end of the 

experiment, after 0.5 sec of welding the current were maintained below 500 

A. Even though the current were higher it is believed that heat generated in 

the welding caused distortion slightly changing the weld line in the range 

of few millimeter. In the case of voltage graph the same trends of voltage 

spikes were recorded at start and end of the experiments, there were less 

spikes in the middle. Shashin et al came to conclusion that the spikes in the 

monitoring is caused by the thermal distortion [31, 32]. The author 

successfully found a relation between current and voltage in good welds if 

the current is below 500 A and voltage is between 24-28 V.  

The weld results of lack of fusion for back bead, front bead, current and 

voltage were depicted in Figure 22 (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. The 

back bead in this weld were not clearly visible and quality of front bead was 

good. Moreover, the current were managed under 500 A at most times apart 

from start and end of the welding. Evidently the spikes in voltage wave 

signal were continuous through the experiment. Visible burn mark can be 

seem on the front bead. When the current is under 500A and voltage is 

higher than 24-28 V this relation can be found for this defect [31, 32].   
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Furthermore burn through weld results also have a significant relation 

between current and voltage, where voltage signal fluctuations are most 

than in good weld in Figure 23 (c). However, the current were above 500 A 

throughout the welding and hence voltage and current for burn through 

relation can be brought when voltage spikes are higher than good weld 

voltage value and current is higher than 500 A, this relation can be brought 

for the burn through defect.     

 The voltage-current wave characteristics relation for weld different 

weld defects is used for labeling the defects according to their character. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 21. Weld results classified as Good weld (a) is the front bead, (b) is the back 
bead, (c) current and (d) voltage characteristics of the weld specimen.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 22. Weld results classified as Lack of fusion (a) is the front bead, (b) is the 
back bead, (c) current and (d) voltage characteristics of the weld specimen. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 23. Weld results classified as Burn through (a) is the front bead, (b) is the back 
bead, (c) current and (d) voltage characteristics of the weld specimen.  
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3.2 Parameter selection. 

The feature selection were done through the monitored data and the two 

class SVM classifier were used for the prediction of Good and bad classes. 

Later the same procedure were done with multi class SVM classifier for 

detailed model to recognize the defects as Good weld, Burn through and 

Lack of fusion.. The raw data of the voltage and current were grouped and 

a set of 80 sampling from the whole welded samples with class 1, class 2 

and class 3 flaws were used to learn the machine in different subbands. 

The results of the accuracy were tested through PCA analysis [13-15]. 

3.2.1 PCA with Two class classifier 

The used parameters in the two class classifier is set. The kernel 

parameter of the SVM was set at 0.125 and the regularization parameter 

was set at 512. The optimal parameter, subband and principal component 

(PC) numbers were determined by three fold cross validation. The mean 

classification accuracy of the SVM model were measured [18-20]. 

Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) helps in dimensionality 

reduction with the uncorrelated variables where PCA technique is not 

possible [11, 12, 16]. 

MCA =
1
5
��

𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗
𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡

× 100�
5

𝑗𝑗=1

 

Where, 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗  and 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗  are the prediction error and successful classification 

number of j fold cross validation. Table 4 shows the accuracy of the SVM 

model. For SVM higher accuracy were achieved when training data is 
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increased which is shown in Table 4. As the number of sampling data is 

increased, the accuracy of the model can maintained at higher levels.  

3.2.2 PCA with Multi-class classifier 

In the case of this classifier, the data sets are non-liner and are complex in 

nature, this causes use of kernel as Radial Basis Kernel (RBF) [29]. The 

training and testing of the data was set at 80% for training purpose and 20% 

for testing. 

k�𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖, 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗� = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−γ�𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 − 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗�
2
� 

Where γ is the Kernel parameter, the use of RBF Kernel makes the datasets 

which is non-linear to simple linear phase and the linear classification can be 

performed. The Kernel is defined as RBF with value of γ as 0.001 and C as 

1000 where C is the regularization parameter. Table 4 shows the precision of 

the model [11, 25, 26].  

Three welding experiments were presented in order to prove the accuracy 

and effectiveness of the proposed model. The experiment included three 

geometrical parameters (good weld, blow through and lack of fusion). The 

three class classifier SVM model gave accurate predictions on most of the 

welding. 
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3.3 . Process and results of development of machine learning 
algorithms 

The algorithm were developed through pandas data frame for both two-

class and multi-class classifier algorithm. The Eigen vectors in the proposed 

model is from the three signals of voltage and current signals from the weld 

monitoring system. The wavelength features in voltage were used with 

fivefold cross validation with PCA. The domain features of eigenvector 

were extracted with time factor. Two sensors were used in the weld 

monitoring system.  

To enhance classification accuracy datasets for training were increased in 

the case of two-class classifier it increased from 13.53% to 21.30%. As in 

this classifier since weld class is defined as good or bad welds, the model 

failed to identify some welds in good weld class because of the voltage 

characteristics is similar to weld with defects even though welds contained 

defects. Figure 24 shows the algorithm if two-class classifier. In the case of 

multi-class classifier the training accuracy of three weld classes were 73.8 % 

and testing accuracy is 68.5%. The reason of decrease in the testing 

accuracy is caused by data which have noise which confuses the algorithm 

predicting good as bad welds and vice versa. This problem arises when the 

data is insufficient. The algorithm for this classifier is shown in Figure 25. 

The test result in accuracy is tabled in Table 4.   

Table 4. Test results of classifiers 
  Classifier Accuracy 

SVM PCA Two Class 21.30% 

 PCA Multi Class 68.5 % 
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Figure 24. Algorithm for Two-class classifier. 

 
Figure 25. Algorithm for Multi-class classifier. 
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4. Conclusion 
This study has proposed an innovative way to approach and realize the effect 

of GMAW process monitoring and weld defect diagnosis through PCA-SVM 

classifiers. The proposed method uses voltage-current monitoring system 

instead of X-ray visual sensor which is harmful for the human environment 

and not feasible setup in large scale production. The monitoring system helped 

to extract the voltage and current values of the welding status. The welded 

samples were thoroughly subjected to visual inspection. In addition, a two-

class and multi-class SVM classifier model was successfully established with 

signal feature. The values from the monitoring system was successfully 

extracted by PCA. In addition the defect recognition accuracy had a significant 

increase from 21.3% to 68.5% when more defined multi-class algorithm was 

used in recognition with the three feature parameters which enables the 

algorithm to categorize the data efficiently. Experimental results shows that 

with the low-cost monitoring system, effective estimation and classification 

on the welding status and defects can be realized. The detailed training 

accuracies for good weld, burn through and lack of fusion were 97%, 70% and 

94% respectively. It should be noted that training accuracy in burn through is 

lesser which depends on the presence of noise factor occurred while welding 

experiment. However, the precision of the model can be increased by 

increasing the dataset and the feature parameters. The current research has 

successfully created a model of defect recognition by PCA-SVM classifiers 

through weld monitoring system  
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